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Topographic full color Wyoming state map is scaled at 1" = 12.5 miles. Elevation contours each

1,000 feet (color shaded each 2,000 feet at higher elevations) portray the general geography. Also

shown are national forests, wilderness areas, campgrounds, parks, state game and fish areas, ski

areas, mining districts, points of interest, and more. More roads are shown than on typical highway

maps.? Much printed information is also included. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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I used the map as I rode the Trans-America trail through Colorado on my adventure motorcycle. It

shows the main dirt roads clearly and all the campsites. I also used it while touring on my road bike,

it has all the important information clearly presented. this is by far my favorite map product for the

Rockies.

Exactly what I was looking for.

On our WY road trip this map was more helpful than the free WY state map we had used on a

previous trip. Other tourists we assisted in route finding by showing them this map wanted to know

where we bought ours and were very disappointed that it came from  and that we couldn't just refer

them to a nearby store. In WY we didn't come across this map so were glad we ordered it in

advance.



The map is fine for a automobile use, it just needs more detail if you are going on any back

roads.The back roads that are available to travel are what you need to see if you want to get the full

picture of our great country!

We ordered this map for a backpacking trip in the Wind River Mountains. It was useful to have,

showing all the major trails and landmarks.

These are great reference maps for generalized recreational activities. Not as detailed as a topo

map, but still packed full of outstanding informatin. I have one for every state and I don't leave home

with out them.

These are great for planning motorcycle trips that venture off of the beaten path!

First let me begin with a little honesty: for 25 years I wasn't even sure if Wyoming was real. I kept

seeing it on maps and Geography tests, but I figured maybe it was some sort of inside joke between

teachers and cartographers. I had never met anyone from Wyoming, nor ever heard any bit of news

from there, so I figured it must not exist. So I bought this map and went on a road trip to dispel the

myth. And let me tell you: Wyoming should be renamed Funoming.The map is awesome. It not only

has all four dirt roads in Wyoming perfectly mapped, but it also has a great informational guide that

shows you the many places you may visit and fun facts about Wyoming. These Wonders of

Wyoming include, "Best place to take a dump" (behind any of the trees), the "number of people who

live in Wyoming" (0), and "Wyoming's biggest export" (air).During my road trip I visited many great

places, such as "Tree #1" through "Tree #892,340,421,324," "Big Gray Rock," and "Litter that blew

in from Utah." I never did meet anyone, but that might be because the place reminds me of

Deliverance.I would absolutely, unequivocally recommend this map for anyone who wants to visit

Wyoming because they really love trees, really hate people, or wanted to experience the only kind

of boredom that Funoming can offer.
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